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Abstract

We present a novelty detection framework for Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) sensors
that we call Sensor-Activated Feature Extraction One-Class Classification (SAFE-OCC). We show
that this framework enables the safe use of computer vision sensors in process control architec-
tures. Emergent control applications use CNN models to map visual data to a state signal that
can be interpreted by the controller. Incorporating such sensors introduces a significant system
operation vulnerability because CNN sensors can exhibit high prediction errors when exposed to
novel (abnormal) visual data. Unfortunately, identifying such novelties in real-time is nontrivial.
To address this issue, the SAFE-OCC framework leverages the convolutional blocks of the CNN
to create an effective feature space to conduct novelty detection using a desired one-class classifi-
cation technique. This approach engenders a feature space that directly corresponds to that used
by the CNN sensor and avoids the need to derive an independent latent space. We demonstrate
the effectiveness of SAFE-OCC via simulated control environments.

Keywords: Computer Vision, Novelty Detection, Deep Learning, Process Control

1 Introduction

Advances in photogrammetry technologies have led to a significant rise in the application of com-
puter vision strategies [1]. Such implementations leverage computer vision methods to automatically
extract desired information from image/visual data. This powerful capability has proved valuable
in diverse fields such as autonomous vehicle environment sensing [2], facial recognition [3], motion
analysis [4], automatic inspection [5], robotic navigation [6], biomedical image analysis [7], and qual-
ity control [8, 9]. However, these techniques have seen limited applications in process control, where
it is common practice for operators to manually manipulate parts of a process based on visual infor-
mation (i.e., form a manual control loop using human-perceived visual insights) [9]. It is thus desired
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to leverage computer vision approaches to remove the human sensory component and with this de-
sign automated control loops that incorporate sensors that directly extract state information from
raw visual data. Such an approach is exemplified in recent work [10], where the authors propose
to incorporate image data into a model predictive control framework. The use of computer vision
sensors can lead to enhanced safety, increased efficiency, and reduced operational costs [11].

Computer vision is often employed in the form of supervised learning approaches which entail
two principal categories: classification and regression [12]. Classification schemes seek to map an
input image to a descriptive category (e.g., object detection), whereas regression schemes map in-
put images to real-valued (continuous) descriptors (e.g., state estimation). These denote supervised
learning strategies since the predictor models are trained via (learn from) labeled image data. Train-
ing data typically contain a large set of representative image-output pairs where the labeled outputs
denote the desired information (i.e., states) that should be extracted from each image. Image aug-
mentation is typically employed to increase the size and generality of the training set by means of
augmenting images with synthetic perturbations (disturbances) such as rotation, stretching, transla-
tion, splattering, noise, and more [13]. The augmented set images help to generalize the prediction
domain of supervised learning models and avoids rotation variance issues. Once trained, these pre-
dictors can rapidly estimate the states of new images under the assumption that they are members of
the prediction domain spanned by the training set [14].

Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) are one of the most prevalent supervised learning mod-
els used in computer vision to extract information from visual data [15]. Their prevalence can
be largely attributed to the ability of CNNs to automate feature extraction, eliminating the need
for human-engineered filters (i.e., feature patterns) [16]. These machine learning models have also
demonstrated their ability to match or exceed human performance with regular images (those spanned
by the training set), and to facilitate much higher data throughput [17]. CNNs provide new and ex-
citing functionalities that can enable powerful process control applications and can also be used for
diverse applications of interest to the process systems community (that go beyond computer vision),
as highlighted recently in [14]. Moreover, CNNs can nowadays be easily incorporated in computa-
tional workflows, since there are several open-source tools for implementing these models such as
Keras [18], PyTorch [19], and Flux [20].

CNN models can be broken down conceptually into a couple of fundamental blocks: a feature
extractor and a predictor [15]. An input image is fed to the feature extractor which uses specialized
convolutional layers that leverage filters (kernels) to extract informative visual patterns that derive
meaningful predictive features. These extracted features are then given to a feedforward (dense)
neural network predictor that predicts the desired output states. Model training involves simultane-
ously learning pattern filters for feature extraction and dense layer weights for the neural network
predictor that minimize a loss function.

Although CNNs can predict to high accuracy, they typically incur large prediction errors on ab-
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normal images (e.g., visual disturbances not accounted for in the training data) [21]. This behavior
is consistent with that of other learning models that typically excel at interpolation within the pre-
diction domain, but can exhibit poor performance with input data that extrapolate beyond the span
of the training data [22]. This extrapolation data is often referred to as novel data, anomalies, or
out-of-distribution data (here we use the term novel). Distinguishing whether an image set is novel
or not (relative to the training data) is nontrivial in general since the data is high-dimensional in na-
ture, training sets are usually large, and transitions into novelty may progress slowly over time. This
introduces significant complications in incorporating computer vision sensors into real-time control
loops, where it is vital that sensors provide accurate measurements in order to preserve robustness,
stability, and efficiency. For this reason, traditional process control sensors (e.g., thermocouples and
flow meters) are typically engineered to return an error signal when they malfunction (such that op-
erators can take appropriate recourse action). It is thus critical that CNN sensors integrated within
control systems are able to accurately identify novel images in real-time and return an error signal
when appropriate. In other words, we require a real-time autonomous system to accurately assess
the quality of the predictions made by a CNN sensor.

Novelty detection denotes a set of unsupervised learning methods that differentiate between
novel and normal data. These methods denote an active area of research; Ruff and co-workers re-
cently provided a thorough review in [23]. A couple of particularly prevalent paradigms are re-
construction models and one-class classification. Reconstruction model approaches seek to learn
a low-dimensional latent space for a set of unlabeled training data that is predominately normal.
New data is then encoded into the learned latent space, decoded back to its original dimension,
and the reconstruction error incurred by this transformation is used as a metric for novelty (i.e., low
reconstruction error for normal data and high reconstruction error for novel data). In the context
of computer vision, this is typically done with encoders and decoders learned from convolutional
autoencoder and/or variational autoencoder models. Some recent works include the probabilistic
reconstruction approach using variational autoencoders in [24], the autoecoder ensemble approach
in [25], the generative adversarial network based approach in [26], and the adversarial mirrored au-
toencoder approach in [27]. This class of methods provides rich capabilities for novelty detection
with general datasets; however, in our context, their principal disadvantage is that their latent space
is independent of the feature space used by the CNN sensor. As such, these methods may be overly
conservative in identifying novelties that may have limited effect on the CNN performance. More-
over, they tend to be computationally expensive/complex to implement since they typically require
the training of additional deep learning models (e.g., convolutional autoencoders).

One-Class Classification (OCC) denotes an area of methods that learn a single class of normal
instances from unlabeled training data (typically assumed to be comprised of normal instances).
These then identify novel data instances by determining if they lie outside the learned class. Here, a
large focus of recent work has been on deep end-to-end approaches that extract image features and
learn the normal class. Such work includes the deep one-class classification presented in [28], the
E3Outlier approach presented in [29], and the deep end-to-end one-class classifier presented in [30].
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However, like the reconstruction techniques, these use a latent space that is derived independently
of the feature space employed by the CNN predictor, and they tend to be complex and expensive to
train/setup.

One-Class Support Vector Machines (OC-SVMs) are another prevalent group of techniques em-
ployed and work by adapting support vector machines to learn a boundary around the training data
that thresholds the distinction between novel and normal data. In particular, Support Vector Data
Description (SVDD) is a common choice that learns a spherical boundary around the training data
in its feature space. In contrast to deep learning methods, OC-SVMs require a minor computational
expense to train and are easy to implement with tools like SciKit-Learn [31]. However, OC-SVMs
are only amenable for one-dimensional feature data (i.e., each data point is a vector of features) and
cannot be directly used on image data. A number of methods overcome this challenge by using deep
learning techniques to extract features from image data that can be used with OC-SVMs. For instance,
Erfani et. al. extract features by training deep belief networks [32], and Andrews and co-workers use
pre-trained CNNs to extract features [33]. These approaches are attractive with their general sim-
plicity and low computational burden, but have not yet been explored with feature spaces that are
derived from a target CNN sensor of interest for the purpose of assessing the quality of its predic-
tions.

Figure 1: A visual abstract for the SAFE-OCC framework and its incorporation into process control
architecture.

To address these limitations, here we propose the Sensor Activated Feature Extraction Once-Class
Classification (SAFE-OCC) novelty detection framework. This framework assesses the novelty of in-
put images relative to a trained CNN sensor by using a feature space directly derived from the CNN
to conduct OCC as summarized in Figure 1. This approach takes inspiration from and provides a
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more rigorous treatment of the conceptualized feature-based novelty detection approach outlined in
[34]. Specifically, we reduce targeted feature map outputs from the convolutional layers to produce
a one-dimensional feature space which is amenable to standard OCC techniques (e.g., OC-SVM) to
determine the novelty of input images. Our approach eliminates the need to create/train a feature
extractor and instead derives a feature space that directly corresponds to the CNN sensor (making
it less conservative in identifying novel images). These benefits make SAFE-OCC readily suited for
a wide breadth of application fields that need to assess the prediction confidence made by a CNN
sensor in real-time (including our applications of interest in process control).

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 provides relevant background and establishes nota-
tion for our framework. Section 3 details the incorporation of computer vision sensors in closed-loop
control. Section 4 details the SAFE-OCC framework. Section 5 provides illustrative case studies using
simulated control environments. Section 6 details the key takeaways and plans for future work.

2 Relevant Background and Notation

In this section, we highlight pertinent background information and define notation for CNN models,
PCA reduction techniques, OCC approaches, and process control. For a thorough review on these
topics, we refer the reader to [14], [35], [36], and [37].

2.1 Convolutional Neural Networks

CNNs denote a broad class of machine learning models that utilize specialized convolutional blocks
to extract features from grid data objects. In this work, we will focus on CNN sensors fcnn : Rnvˆnvˆp ÞÑ
Rny that map an input image V P Rnvˆnvˆp to state predictions ŷ P Rny . For simplicity in pre-
sentation, we consider square images V with p P Z` color channels and indexing Vx1,x2,i with
x1, x2 P t´Nv, Nvu and i P t1, pu, where the notation ta, bu denotes the set of integers a, . . . , b and
we have nv “ 2Nv ` 1; however, more general images and/or video can be used following the same
techniques described in this work.

Here a particular convolutional layer takes an input array V and convolves it by applying a con-
volutional operator U P Rnuˆnuˆpˆq which employs q P Z` convolutional filters (i.e., kernels) to
produce a feature map Ψ P Rnψˆnψˆq (typically nψ “ nv). Again for simplicity in presentation, we
consider square filters of size nu ˆ nu ˆ p, but this condition is readily relaxed. This operation is
formalized as Ψ “ U ˚ V :

Ψx1,x2,j “

p
ÿ

i“1

Nu
ÿ

x1
1“´Nu

Nu
ÿ

x1
2“´Nu

Ux1
1,x

1
2,i,k

¨ Vx1`x1
1,x2`x

1
2,i

(2.1)

for x1, x2 P t´Nv, Nvu and j P t1, qu. We observe that this operation is fully decoupled over each
filter (indexed by j). This operation is not well defined by the boundaries of V as some indexing will
violate the image domain, but this is typically resolved by adding padding of zero-valued entries
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around the image (a technique called zero-padding). We can also express this operation in the com-
pact functional form Ψ “ fcpV ;Uq where fc : Rnvˆnvˆp ÞÑ Rnψˆnψˆq. Moreover, CNN convolutional
operators typically exhibit the property that nu ! nv. Figure 2 illustrates the convolution of a 5 ˆ 5

image V with a 3ˆ 3 convolutional operator U that employs one filter (i.e., q “ 1).

Figure 2: Convolution of a one-channel image V with a single filter convolutional operator U to
produce feature map Ψ. Note that zero-padding is added to V .

Following Figure 2, a common and intuitive interpretation of applying convolutional operators
is in terms of pattern recognition. The q filters that comprise U each embed a particular pattern that
when convolved with a particular neighborhood of V (as depicted in Figure 2) gives a score of how
well the pattern is matched (where larger values denote greater matching). Hence, the feature map
Ψ can be interpreted as a score sheet of how certain patterns (as encoded by the filters in U ) are
manifested in V . Here, we let Uj denote the jth convolutional filter and Ψj denotes the feature map
slice (a matrix) that corresponds to Uj . Figure 3 demonstrates how convolving an image with a filter
that encodes an edge pattern gives a feature map that records the highest scores in the regions of the
image that have similar edges.

Figure 3: Illustration of how the filter Uj is convolved with V over its neighborhoods to produce
feature map matrix Ψj which shows how the pattern in Uj is manifested in V .

The feature map output of a convolutional layer is typically mapped element-wise through an
activation function α : R ÞÑ R to yield the activation A P Rnψˆnψˆq:

Ax1,x2,j “ αpΨx1,x2,jq. (2.2)

The functional form of this operation employs fa : Rnψˆnψˆq ÞÑ Rnψˆnψˆq such that A “ fapΨq. This
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operation helps the CNN sensor to encode nonlinear behavior. Common choices of αp¨q include:

αsigpzq “
1

1` e´z

αtanhpzq “ tanhpzq

αReLUpzq “ maxp0, zq.

Here the Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU) function αReLUp¨q has achieved heightened popularity since it
generally exhibits greater sensitivity to changes in the input [38].

Another key component of CNNs are pooling layers. Pooling operations are dimension-reduction
mappings fp : Rnψˆnψˆq ÞÑ RnPˆnPˆq that seek to summarize/reduce the activation A by collapsing
certain sub-regions of dimensions np ˆ np to scalar values (referred to as pooling). Here we have
that nP “ nψ{np. The functional form this operation is expressed P “ fppAq with the pooled out-
put signal P P RnPˆnPˆq. Pooling helps make the learned representation more invariant to small
length-scale perturbations [39]. Common choices include max-pooling and average-pooling where
the maximum or average of a sub-region is used to scalarize, respectively. Figure 4 illustrates these
typical operations.

Figure 4: An illustration of max-pooling and average-pooling.

Convolutional blocks in CNNs are a combination of convolution, activation, and pooling a given
input. In other words, a convolution block employs the mapping fcb : Rnvˆnvˆp ÞÑ RnPˆnPˆq such
that we have:

P “ fcbpV ;Uq “ fppfapfcpV ;Uqqq. (2.3)

Note that blocks can employ more complex operation nesting (e.g., multiple convolutional layers),
but we consider blocks that follow (2.3) for simplicity in presentation. Moreover, these can take
pooled outputs P as input and thus facilitate the use of multiple convolutional blocks in succession
via recursively calling fcb. We will identify the block that a particular function or tensor belongs to
in a CNN via the superscript index p`q where ` P t1, nu. Hence, for a CNN that employs a couple of
convolutional blocks, we have:

P p1q “ f
p1q
cb pV ;U p1qq

P p2q “ f
p2q
cb pP

p1q;U p2qq.

These blocks act as feature extractors via the q convolutional filters they employ. Moreover, this
feature extraction becomes more specialized for blocks that are located deeper in the CNN. In the
context of computer vision, this means that the first blocks extract simple features (e.g., edges or col-
ors) and the deeper blocks can extract more complex patterns (e.g., particular and abstract shapes).
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We can think of performing multiple convolution block operations as a multi-stage distillation pro-
cess where the successive feature spaces capture patterns of increased length-scale and complexity
(i.e., distill the image data into an increasingly purified feature space) [40]. Figure 5 demonstrates
this principle by showing the images that maximally activate a particular filter in the first, third, and
fifth convolutional blocks of the popular VGG16 CNN model. We will show how these types of con-
volutional blocks are leveraged in the SAFE-OCC framework to extract effective feature spaces for
novelty detection.

(a) Block 1, Filter 16 (b) Block 3, Filter 181 (c) Block 5, Filter 261

Figure 5: The images that maximize the mean output of the particular filters in the VGG16 CNN
model. The filters from deeper blocks detect more refined patterns/objects.

The outputP of the last convolutional block is typically flattened in the mapping ff : RnPˆnPˆq ÞÑ
RnP ¨nP ¨q to yield the feature vector v P RnP ¨nP ¨q:

v “ ff pP q. (2.4)

The feature vector is then fed into a dense neural network model fd : RnP ¨nP ¨q ÞÑ Rny which predicts
the desired state space vector ŷ (often a regression problem in the context of process control). Figure
6 illustrates a typical CNN model that implements the components described above. It employs two
convolutional blocks and can be described in the functional form:

ŷ “ fcnnpV q “ fd

´

ff

´

f
p2q
cb

´

f
p1q
cb

´

V ;U p1q
¯

;U p2q
¯¯¯

. (2.5)

This again emphasizes that the convolutional blocks act as feature extractors and the dense layers act
as the predictor whose feature space is the flattened output v of the final convolutional block.

Training procedures seek optimal model parameters (i.e., convolution operators, dense network
weights) that minimize the error incurred by the state predictions made relative to the training data
set. Here, we consider a training set tpV pkq, ypkqq : k P Ku that employs |K| image-state pairs. The
prediction error minimized in the training procedure is called the loss function L : Rny ÞÑ R. For
example, regression models typically use a sum-of-squared-error (SSE) loss function:

Lpŷq “ ||ŷ ´ y||22. (2.6)
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Figure 6: Schematic of a typical CNN sensor.

Thus, by grouping all the CNN model parameters into θ P Rnθ we can express model training as a
standard optimization problem:

min
θ

ÿ

kPK
Lpŷpkqq

s.t. ŷpkq “ fcnnpV
pkq; θq, k P K.

(2.7)

Note that this can readily be expressed as an unconstrained optimization problem by inserting the
constraint equations directly into the objective. Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) is typically used
to solve this problem due to the large amount of training data, the high number of model parame-
ters, and the model complexity. Moreover, forward and backward propagation techniques are used
to evaluate the objective and derivative values required by each iteration of the SGD algorithm.

Image augmentation is often used to expand the size of the training image set in an effort to de-
crease the likelihood of the CNN sensor encountering novel images. Image augmentation generally
denotes perturbing the training images such that the CNN sensor can be robust to those types of
visual disturbance. Common perturbations include rotation, translation, cropping, blurring, bright-
ness changing, splattering, and more. There are many software tools available to implement these
transformations which include TensorFlow and ImgAug [18, 41]. Figure 7 exemplifies how a train-
ing image is augmented via a variety of perturbation (disturbance) types. This methodology helps
mitigate the risk of CNN sensors encountering novel images, but it is not typically possible to account
for all the disturbance a process might encounter.

(a) Original (b) Splattered (c) Fogged (d) Shifted

Figure 7: Examples of image augmentation.
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We will show how the SAFE-OCC framework can be readily incorporated with existing CNN
sensors to viably detect novel images relative to the feature space of the CNN. Moreover, the addition
of the SAFE-OCC framework to a workflow typically incurs only a minor increase in computational
cost.

2.2 PCA-Based Dimension Reduction

Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is a popular dimensionality reduction technique for 1D vector
data. It achieves this reduction by projecting an input vector v P Rnv onto the column-space W P

Rnvˆd:
fpcapvq

T “ vTW (2.8)

where we have that d ď nv and fpca : Rnv ÞÑ Rd is the PCA mapping function. The columns of
the linear projection matrix W are derived from the eigenvectors that correspond to the d largest
eigenvalues of the empirical covariance matrix Σ P Rnvˆnv . Here Σ can be computed via the outer
product of the mean centered data:

Σ “
1

|K|
ÿ

kPK
pvpkq ´ v̄qpvpkq ´ v̄qT (2.9)

where v̄ :“ |K|´1
ř

kPK v
pkq is the empirical average over the training set tvpkq : k P Ku. Hence,

PCA projects 1D data into a reduced space whose bases are the so-called principal components. The
orthogonal principal components capture the directions of maximum variance in the training data
since they correspond to the principal axes of the ellipsoid with weight matrix Σ as illustrated in
Figure 8. Moreover, the amount of variance captured by a particular principal component is defined
by its eigenvalue (i.e., the principal components with the largest eigenvalues describe the directions
of greatest variance).

Figure 8: An illustration of two-feature data points and their corresponding principal components.

High-dimensional data (e.g., images and feature maps) are not well-suited for PCA since flatten-
ing them into a 1D data representation will result in having numerous features relative to the number
of training samples; moreover, flattening can eliminate information on spatial context and correlation.
To address this, Zhang and Zhou proposed a Two-Directional Two-Dimensional Principal Compo-
nent Analysis (2D2PCA) in [35] to generalize PCA for 2D matrix data and to address these concerns.
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This approach builds upon the 2DPCA approach proposed in [42], but 2D2PCA differs in its ability
to reduce matrix data over both rows and columns where the 2DPCA is only able to reduce over the
rows of a matrix. Here, we reduce a 2D matrix V P Rnvˆnv (square for simplicity in presentation) via
two projection matrices W P Rnvˆnd and Q P Rnvˆnr :

f2d2pcapV q “ QTVW (2.10)

where we have that d, r ď nv and f2d2pca : Rnvˆnv ÞÑ Rrˆd is the 2D2PCA mapping function. The
projection matrices W and Q reduce the matrix V over its columns and rows, respectively. These are
learned from covariance matrices ΣW P Rnvˆnv and ΣQ P Rnvˆnv which are defined:

ΣW “
1

|K|
ÿ

kPK
pV pkq ´ V̄ qT pV pkq ´ V̄ q

ΣQ “
1

|K|
ÿ

kPK
pV pkq ´ V̄ qpV pkq ´ V̄ qT

(2.11)

where V̄ :“ |K|´1
ř

kPK V
pkq is the empirical average over the training set tV pkq : k P Ku. We then

derive the columns ofW andQ using the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of their respective covariance
matrices in like manner to PCA. In comparison to using traditional PCA with flattened matrix data,
Zhang and Zhou find that 2D2PCA is able to derive a feature a space that leads to better classification
accuracy and incurs a lower computational cost in the context of facial recognition. We will demon-
strate that this approach can effectively scalarize CNN feature maps (matrices) within the SAFE-OCC
framework.

2.3 One-Class Classification

One-class classification denotes a group of novelty detection approaches that identify a single class
(group) of normal data (based on training data with no or few novel instances) that then is used to
discriminate whether new data is normal or novel. OCC is widely applied and thus many such ap-
proaches have been developed. Examples include One-Class Support Vector Machines (OC-SVMs),
One-Class Classifier Ensembles, Neural Network Models, Decision Trees, Bayesian Classifiers, and
more. Moreover, many of these can be readily implemented with software tools such as SciKit-Learn
[31]. Reviewing all of these approaches is beyond the scope of this work, but we will generally de-
scribe the functionality of OCC in our context using OC-SVMs as a concrete example. Here, the
input data point v P Rnv contains nv features. The OCC method is represented via the mapping
focc : Rnv ÞÑ R which gives the predicted output ĥ P R. Typically, the output ĥ is thresholded by
ρ P R to determine if v is normal or novel. Moreover, training involves selecting the optimal model
parameters to identify normal samples.

OC-SVMs typically learn a boundary around the training data to a certain threshold whose shape
is determined by a kernel function κpvpiq, vpjqq which quantifies the similarity between samples. One
common choice is the Gaussian kernel:

κpvpiq, vpjqq “ exp
´

´γ||vpiq ´ vpjq||22

¯

(2.12)
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Figure 9: Learned threshold boundary focsvmpvq “ ρ for a OC-SVM in a simple feature space. We
observe that the novelty of a point is determined by its Euclidean distance to the learned boundary.

where σ P R`. Thus, the mapping function focsvm is:

ĥ “ focsvmpvq “
ÿ

kPKsv

αkκpv, v
pkqq (2.13)

where Ksv is the set of indices of support vectors (taken from the training data) and αk P R are
Lagrangian coefficients that satisfy

ř

kPKsv αk “ 1 [43]. Here, a particular sample is novel if ĥ ă
ρ, otherwise it is classified as normal. Training involves choosing support vectors vpkq (with the
corresponding values of αk) and selecting the threshold parameter ρ to derive a boundary that well
encloses the training data. Figure 9 illustrates a Gaussian kernel OC-SVM for a two-feature system.
We will show how OCC approaches can be readily incorporated into the SAFE-OCC framework to
effectively assess the performance of a CNN sensor.

2.4 Process Control

Process control is a broad discipline for automation systems that manipulate the inputs of a process
to achieve/maintain desired operation states. In this work, we consider a process with control input
variables z P Rnz and state output variables y P Rny . Typically, measurement sensors (i.e., ther-
mocouples, pressure transducers, flow meters, speedometers) are used to get a measured estimate
ŷ P Rny of the state variables y. These measurements are compared against the setpoint ysp P Rny

(the desired operation state) to yield the state error ye P Rny (i.e., the setpoint tracking error). This
setpoint tracking error is the input to a controller which outputs the control variables z.

Diverse control system configurations are used in practice in accordance with the characteristics
of the process being automated. Common paradigms include feedback, feed-forward, and cascade
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control. For simplicity in presentation, we consider feedback control loops as illustrated in Figure
10. This system features the procedure where control variables z are given to a process whose state
variable measurements ŷ are compared against the setpoint ysp to determine the error ye which is
given to the controller that determines the next control variables z. The procedure is conducted
continuously to automatically control the process to follow the desired operational setpoint. Typical
control paradigms are proportional-integral-derivative (PID) control and model predictive control
(MPC). For example, a PID controller has the control law:

zptq “ Kpyeptq `Ki

ż

yeptqdt`Kp
dyeptq

dt
(2.14)

where Kp,Ki P R are constant parameters and the variables z and ye are shown as time-valued
functions to index their values over time t.

Figure 10: A general feedback control loop schematic.

Control systems generally consider configurations of greater complexity that incorporate a variety
of other functions such as disturbance estimation, Kalman filtering, and more (which are beyond the
scope of this work). In this work, our focus will be targeted on the implications of using CNN sensors
as nontraditional measurement/sensing devices that can convert high-dimensional image data into
state signals that can be readily incorporated into existing process control architectures. Moreover,
we will see how this computer vision aided process control paradigm motivates the development of
our SAFE-OCC novelty detection framework.

3 CNN Sensor Aided Process Control

In this section, we build upon the discussion in Section 2.4 to discuss the motivation and implications
for incorporating CNN sensors into process control systems. We consider processes that have state
variables ytrad P Rnyt which are measured via conventional sensors and state variables yvis P Rnyv

which can be measured from visual observation (e.g., a camera feed). These can be concatenated to
yield the full vector of state variables y (i.e., ny “ nyt ` nyv).

Figure 11 shows a traditional feedback control system where an automatic control loop oper-
ates using traditional measurement sensors. Meanwhile, an operator will monitor the visual data V
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which he/she will implicitly use to predict the values of yvis and make adjustments to the setpoint
ysp and/or intervene with manual control action zop P Rnz (which is combined with the automatic
control variables zc P Rnz ) as needed. Here the operator effectively becomes part of the control
loop, making this control system an intermediate between closed-loop and open-loop control. This
paradigm can be quite burdensome for an operator that typically has to monitor and control many
systems simultaneously. An everyday example would be a driver that uses visual cues to adjust the
setpoint of a vehicle cruise control and/or temporarily press the throttle peddle to an extra extent.
Industrial examples could include flare visible emission control and controlling the flow of polymer
material through an extruder.

Figure 11: Feedback control loop where photogrammetry data is used by a human operator to make
control/operation decisions while the process is simultaneously controlled automatically using tra-
ditional measurement signals. Here, the operator becomes incorporated into the control loop.

We consider leveraging a CNN sensor to autonomously map image data V to visual state vari-
ables yvis such that we achieve closed-loop control. With this, we remove the operator from the
control loop in the sense that he/she will no longer need to actively interpret and act upon visual
process data. Such a control system is depicted in Figure 12. Here, the camera and the CNN work
together to form a computer vision sensor that is able to measure states yvis that otherwise would not
be available using traditional process measurement devices. Hence, following this new paradigm
we obtain a fully automatic control system that can exhibit improved setpoint tracking performance
which promotes increased process safety, profitability, and consistency.

The paradigm shift from an operator-centric control system of Figure 11 to the CNN-aided system
of Figure 12 introduces a significant vulnerability: poor prediction accuracy of yvis when V is novel
relative to the training data used to prepare the CNN (i.e., the CNN sensor makes a highly inaccu-
rate prediction because it is extrapolating). Injecting erroneous measurement data into a closed-loop
control architecture can have severe consequences to profitability and safety. Image augmentation,
as described in Section 2.1, can be used to help alleviate this problem by seeking to account for a vari-
ety of visual disturbances a process might encounter (thus increasing the span of the training image
set). Adversarial training can also be used to perturb training data and enhance robustness. These
approaches can help make extrapolation events more rare, but it is usually not possible to account
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Figure 12: Feedback control loop that incorporates a CNN to convert photogrammetry data into a
measurement signal that is amendable for automatic control; thus, negating then need for an operator
to manually interpret/control it.

for every possible visual disturbance a process might be subjected to. Thus, we require an approach
to automatically recognize when the visual data V is novel relative to the CNN sensor being used.
Such an approach can be incorporated into a monitoring/safety system that will mitigate the risk
of unknowingly injecting inaccurate CNN sensor measurements into a control system. This need is
what motivates the creation of the SAFE-OCC novelty detection framework which we propose and
detail in Section 4.

4 SAFE-OCC Novelty Detection Framework

In this section, we detail the SAFE-OCC novelty detection framework that leverages the native fea-
ture space of a CNN sensor to achieve novelty detection that is complimentary. This framework
is principally comprised of three steps: feature extraction via the feature maps of a CNN sensor,
feature refinement, and novelty detection via OCC. We will see that this framework creates OCC
novelty detectors whose feature space closely relates to that of the targeted CNN sensor, in contrast
to conventional approaches that derive a feature space independently (potentially making them less
effective in identifying novel data relative to the CNN sensor). It is this distinction that makes this
framework a natural fit for CNN sensors in process control applications.

4.1 Feature Extraction

We recall that CNNs use convolutional blocks fcb to extract features from high-dimensional image
data V , which is not readily amendable for the dense network predictor fd, to ultimately derive a
1D feature space (i.e., comprised of vector data points v). Similarly, OCC methods typically require
a 1D input v and thus are not directly compatible with high-dimensional image data. Since we are
interested in assessing the novelty of image data relative to the predictor fd, we would like the OCC
novelty detector to use a similar input feature space (not independently derive one from the image
data). Naively, we could directly use the feature vector output v of the flattening mapping ff , but
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this will typically have a large number (e.g., thousands) of features which can be prohibitively large
for training effective OCC novelty detectors.

Figure 13: Illustration of feature extraction framework to distinguish the exposure of liquid crystal
sensors to DMMP vs. water [44]. Here, Ep¨q denotes the spatial average used to scalarize each feature
map matrix Pj .

In the proposed approach, we seek a reduced feature space that is derived intelligently from the
feature map output P p`q of a particular convolutional block f p`qcb . Strictly speaking, P denotes the out-
put of feature maps that have been activated and pooled, but with some abuse of nomenclature we
refer to these as feature maps for convenience in presentation. In [33], Andrews and colleagues use
the output P of the terminal layer of the pre-trained VGG-F and VGG-M CNN models to derive a fea-
ture space for novelty detection in an approach they call Transfer Representation-Learning Anomaly
Detection. They apply this approach to multiple datasets (none of which were part of the CNN train-
ing data) and generally achieve viable classification accuracy. Similarly, in [44], Smith and colleagues
derive a reduced feature space from the output of the first convolutional block of the VGG16 CNN
model. They observe that a tensor feature map output P P RnPˆnPˆq can be broken up into a set of q
feature map matrices Pj P RnPˆnP that each corresponds to a convolutional filter Uj (as illustrated in
Figures 3 and 6); thus, they derive their feature space by scalarizing each feature map matrix Pj via
its average to obtain a vector of scalarized features. With this methodology, they produce an effective
feature space for liquid crystal sensor images that yields high accuracy classification with the SVM
used in their study. This approach is summarized in Figure 13.

Taking inspiration from these approaches, we propose the scalarizing operator fs : RnPˆnPˆq ÞÑ
Rq that derives a feature space with data points v P Rq. This applies a scalarizing function g :

RnPˆnP ÞÑ R to each of the q feature map matrices Pj . Hence, the reduced representation v comprises
q elements that each summarize the feature map output of a convolutional filter that assesses the
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prominence of a certain pattern in the input image V . Candidate choices of gp¨q include:

gmaxpPjq “ maxpPjq

gEpPjq “ EpPjq

g2d2pcapPjq “ f2d2pcapPjq

where maxp¨q returns the largest element of an input matrix, Ep¨q returns the average value of a
matrix, and f2d2pcap¨q reduces a matrix to a scalar value via 2D2PCA. The scalarization fs can be inter-
preted as a special case of the pooling function fp where a single pooling operation is done over the
entirety of each feature map matrix Pj that comprises P . With this interpretation, the maximization
maxp¨q captures the most activated presence of a feature (as assessed by a convolutional filter) and the
average Ep¨q summarizes the presence of a feature [39]. The use of 2D2PCA on feature map matrices
has not been explored in the literature to the best of our knowledge, however, the results presented
below in Section 5.1 suggests that it can be quite effective at scalarizing/summarizing feature maps.
This could be attributed to the ability of 2D2PCA to derive reduced representations that incorporate
spatial relationships present in the feature maps. Note that the 2D2PCA model should be trained
using feature map matrices that derive from the same training image data used by the CNN sensor.

Figure 14: Illustration on how fs scalarizes each feature map matrix P p2qj from a CNN sensor to derive
a 1D vector of features v.

Figure 14 illustrates our proposed feature extraction methodology and highlights key method-
ological flexibilities. First, we can choose from a variety of functions gp¨q to scalarize each feature
map matrix P

p`q
j which follows from our discussion above. Second, we can select which feature

map layer to extract from. In Section 2.1, we observed how the initial convolutional block captures
smaller length-scale visual patterns and how the deepest block highlights more sophisticated pat-
terns/objects within an image. Thus, it may generally be advantageous to select the first block for
deriving a feature space for conducting novelty detection on certain less sophisticated visual distur-
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bances (e.g., blurring); similarly, the last block would be a natural choice for more complex distur-
bances. For a selected convolutional block, we can extract from the output of the pooling layer P p`q

as shown in our above analysis, but we also have the methodological flexibility to instead use an
intermediate output (i.e., Ψp`q or Ap`q). For instance, we might select Ψp`q if we want a feature space
that is only influenced by the output of the convolutional filters (i.e., does not undergo the nonlinear
and spatial reduction transformations induced by the activation and pooling layers).

4.2 Feature Refinement

Once we have extracted the raw feature space following the methodology described in Section 4.1,
we will typically need to refine it to make it readily amendable for use with an OCC novelty detector.
Hence, we will use a refinement mapping function fr : Rq ÞÑ Rd that refines a feature vector v P
Rq into a refined variant v1 P Rd where d ď q. Two common refinement avenues include feature
scaling/normalization and dimension reduction.

Feature scaling and normalization refers to a group of methods that linearly transform feature
data such that each feature v1i is better conditioned. These transformations are typically carried out
element-wise with a transformation function s : R ÞÑ R where common choices include:

sscalepviq “
vi ´ vmin,i

vmax,i ´ vmin,i

sstandardpviq “
vi ´ vµ,i
vσ,i

snormpviq “
vi ´ vµ,i

vmax,i ´ vmin,i
.

The scaling transformation sscalepviq uses the minimum vmin and maximum vmax of the training data
tvpkq : k P Ku (computed element-wise) to scale each feature such that v1i P r0, 1s. Standardization
uses sstandardpviq to fit each feature to a standard Gaussian distribution N p0, 1q via the mean vµ,i and
standard deviation vσ,i of each feature. Finally, the normalization technique snormpviq combines the
scaling and standardization approaches to produce Gaussian-distributed features with a scaled stan-
dard deviation. Selecting an appropriate transformation function will depend on the nature of the
training data. For instance, data with extreme outliers may be better suited for standardization so
that the reminder of the training instances are not compressed into a small interval as would occur
with scaling.

Moreover, we may need to reduce the size of v if q is large relative to the amount of available
training instances and/or the desired OCC model. Following the discussion in Section 2.2, PCA is a
natural choice since it employs a linear transformation that typically incurs a minor computational
expense relative to the other components of our proposed framework. Here, we obtain a reduced
feature vector v1 P Rd using the transformation fpca which is trained using the training data tvpkq :

k P Ku. Note that the scaled/normalized data should be used. Selecting the appropriate amount d of
reduced features can be done by thresholding the total data variation retention against the number of
principal components used (i.e., the value of d). Thus, we might refine our data via standardization
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and PCA:
v1 “ frpvq “ fpcapspvqq. (4.15)

Alternative dimensionality reduction techniques include Sparse PCA, Linear Discriminant Analysis
(LDA), t-Distributed Stochastic Neighbor Embedding (t-SNE), and Uniform Manifold Approxima-
tion and Projection (UMAP). We refer the reader to [45] for a comprehensive survey on reduction
techniques.

4.3 One-Class Classification

We use the extracted and refined feature space to build an appropriate OCC novelty detector focc :

Rd ÞÑ R which maps the feature vector v1 P Rd to the novelty prediction ĥ P R which is thresholded
to determine if v1 is novel. Our derived feature space follows a traditional 1D structure which can
be readily used with any of the OCC techniques discussed in Section 2.3. For the remainder of this
work, we will use OC-SVMs which have the advantage of incurring a relatively low computational
cost to train and use; moreover, they are a standard choice for OCC. We refer the reader to [36] to
learn more about alternative OCC models. We train the OCC novelty detector using the refined fea-
ture data tv1pkq : k P Ku where each v1pkq is derived from the corresponding training image V pkq that
is used to train the CNN sensor. Here the training data is labeled as normal in its entirety.

Figure 15 summarizes our SAFE-OCC novelty detection framework that applies the feature ex-
tractor fs to a selected feature map P p`q to yield 1D features v which are then transformed via fr to
refined features v1 that are given to an OCC novelty detector focc which gives the predicted novelty
signal ĥ:

ĥ “ foccpfrpfspP
p`qqqq. (4.16)

The novelty detection framework can be implemented in parallel using different configurations to
augment the range of visual disturbances that can be detected. For instance, we can setup two inde-
pendent systems that use the first and last feature map blocks, respectively. This would setup one
novelty detector that is especially sensitive to lower length scale disturbances and another that is sen-
sitive to more complex disturbances. We will demonstrate such a parallel system in the case study
presented in Section 5.1. One potential extension of this concept would be in creating an ensem-
ble of SAFE-OCC novelty detectors that employ a wide variety of architectures. Such an extension
would likely expand the range of novelties that could be detected, and statistical information could
be extracted from the results in similar manner to the neural network ensemble approach that was re-
cently proposed in [46] for uncertainty quantification. We leave the investigation of such an approach
to future work.

4.4 Incorporation into Control System

We now explain how the SAFE-OCC framework can be incorporated into the CNN sensor aided con-
trol architecture discussed in Section 3. Figure 16 illustrates this incorporation based on the control
loop presented in Figure 12. Here, a feature map signal P p`q is extracted from the CNN sensor and
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Figure 15: A summary of the SAFE-OCC novelty detection framework that operates on a feature map
P ` to produce a novelty signal ĥ.

feeds into the SAFE-OCC framework to obtain a novelty signal ĥ. This novelty signal is monitored by
a safety system that uses pre-determined logic to invoke an appropriate response signal to the oper-
ator and/or the controller (e.g., raise an alarm and prompt the operator to revert to manual control).
Such a safety system is crucial to mitigate the risk of injecting inaccurate CNN sensor measurements
into a control system and incurring significant operation deviations. We implement this proposed
control loop architecture in the case study presented in Section 5.2.

Figure 16: Control loop that incorporates the SAFE-OCC framework into a safety system that takes
appropriate recourse action if novel input data is detected (making the CNN sensor unreliable).

5 Case Studies

We now present illustrative case studies to highlight the effectiveness of the SAFE-OCC novelty de-
tection framework and to demonstrate its utility for control systems that incorporate CNNs to mea-
sure process states from image data. We use simulated environments from OpenAI-Gym [47] to serve
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as the processes we seek to control. Moreover, we implement our CNN models using TensorFlow

and we use SciKit-Learn to implement OC-SVMs and PCA reduction. Finally, we augment the
training data (collected using OpenAI-Gym) and simulate disturbances using ImgAug.

5.1 Simple SAFE-OCC Novelty Detection

In this case study, we apply the SAFE-OCC novelty detection framework to a simple process system
and investigate its effectiveness over a range of CNN sensors and visual disturbances.

5.1.1 CNN Sensor Training

We use the Pendulum-v0 environment from OpenAI-Gym to generate images sets tV pkq : k P Ku
that map to state variables typkq : k P Ku. This environment corresponds to the classical inverted
pendulum swing-up problem where a pendulum with a fixed axis of rotation can be swung left
or right via a controllable torque input. We generate our labeled image data via 200 simulations
that employ random control inputs to produce 7,750 images that are divided in a 70:20:10 split for
training, validation, and test data sets, respectively. These images are extracted from the frames of
each simulation video. Moreover, each image corresponds to the state variables:

y “

«

sinpθq

cospθq

ff

P R2 (5.17)

where θ is the angle of the pendulum relative to an upright vertical position.

Table 1: The ImgAug image augmentation types used to simulate disturbances.

ImgAug Type Disturbance Description
Cutout Random blockages

DefocusBlur Out-of-focus blurring
Fog Simulated fog

GaussianNoise Gaussian noise
PerspectiveTransform Shift in camera direction

Spatter Lens splattering

We augment our image data using ImgAug to simulate a variety of visual disturbances. In par-
ticular, we use the disturbance types described in Table 1. Figure 17 exemplifies the aforementioned
disturbances that augment the dataset. These are intended to represent a typical range of visual
disturbances that might transpire in process control applications.

The CNN architecture we use for this study is summarized in Figure 18. We employ four blocks
f `cb, ` P t1, 4u,, that each consist of a single convolution, activation, and pooling layer. Here, the
dimension of each block reduction are provided in Figure (18), and we use ReLU activation functions
and 2ˆ 2 max-pooling operators. All convolutional operators use nu “ 3 and zero-padding is used.
We flatten the final feature map output P p4q via ff and map it through the dense layer fd to yield
the predicted state variable ŷ. We implement this CNN sensor architecture in TensorFlow using
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(a) Original (b) Blockages (c) Blurred (d) Fogged

(e) Noised (f) Shifted (g) Splattered

Figure 17: Samples of the disturbances highlighted in Table 1.

the Adam optimizer [48] to train each sensor. The learning rate hyper-parameter is chosen for each
sensor via an enumeration study juxtaposing the SSE training loss after one iteration. Each sensor is
training until the training loss is observed graphically to level-off, and we ensure that it does surpass
the validation loss (to prevent over-fitting). In total, we train seven CNN sensors where each one is
given a different training image set. Sensor A is training using only the original simulation images,
while Sensors B-G are trained using the blockage, blurred, fogged, noised, shifted, and spattered
images, respectively, in addition to using the original images.

Figure 18: Schematic of the CNN used to predict the states ŷ given a gray-scale image V in the case
study presented in Section 5.1.

5.1.2 CNN Sensor Accuracy Assessment

We subject the trained CNN sensors to each disturbance test data set and the mean L2 predictions
errors (|ŷ ´ y|2) are recorded in Table 2. We observe that the normal image sets for each sensor (i.e.,
test images that are similar to the training data) generally incur low prediction errors, while the novel
images tend to induce significant prediction error. A couple of apparent outliers to this trend are the
mean blockage and shifted errors for models B and F, respectively. This occurs since certain images in
these data sets are highly adversarial (e.g., certain blockages completely cover the pendulum) making
accurate predictions impossible, but we note that mean predictions are significantly lower than those
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Table 2: Mean L2 prediction error for each CNN sensor relative to each image test set. The shaded
and the non-shaded values correspond to normal and novel test data, respectively (relative to the
training data of each sensor).

Sensor
Test Data

Original Blockages Blurred Fogged Noised Shifted Splattered
A 0.024 1.092 0.165 1.141 0.598 0.750 0.890
B 0.060 0.293 0.197 0.620 0.148 0.958 0.903
C 0.023 1.507 0.021 1.493 0.540 0.760 1.047
D 0.029 1.094 0.143 0.066 0.382 0.972 0.576
E 0.028 1.383 0.161 1.022 0.031 0.774 0.860
F 0.046 1.209 0.138 1.483 0.707 0.199 0.703
G 0.019 1.296 0.069 0.975 0.155 0.660 0.055

incurred by their counterpart models. These results illustrate how image augmentation is typically
effective in mitigating the effects of disturbances, but novel disturbances (which correspond to ex-
trapolating predictions) tend to induce large prediction errors that can have significant ramifications
for process control applications as discussed above.

Figure 19: Depiction of prediction errors incurred by subjecting CNN Sensor G to original and splat-
tered (normal) images vs. blockage (novel) images. The novel images induce significantly more error
on average.

Figure 19 illustrates this principle further by showing the individual prediction errors observed by
subjecting Sensor G (trained with original and splattered images) to original, splattered, and blockage
image test data sets. Here, we readily observe how each original and splattered image incurs a
significantly lower prediction error relative to the blockage images. It is also apparent that the novel
blockage images exhibit a significantly higher mean and variance in their prediction errors. These
can be interpreted as situations in which the sensor makes uninformed guesses for the state values
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which leads to a large spread in the individual prediction accuracy.

5.1.3 SAFE-OCC Configuration Study

The SAFE-OCC novelty detection framework provides flexibility in how it can be configured for a
particular CNN sensor of interest. We investigate this flexibility in selecting the input feature map
P p`q, the scalarization function gp¨q, and the feature refinement transformation function sp¨q. We ex-
haustively explore the combinatorics of these design choices in conjunction with CNN Sensor A and
subject each one to the disturbance types to assess the effectiveness of the framework to classify nor-
mal and novel images. Our investigation considers the convolutional, activation, and max-pooling
outputs of the first and last convolutional blocks. Moreover, we scalarize each of the feature map
outputs using either g2d2pca or gmax. Finally, we explore leaving the resulting feature vectors un-
refined, refined using sstandard, or refined using sscale. Each resulting configuration is then paired
with a OC-SVM novelty detector which is trained via the training data of CNN Sensor A. Each OC-
SVM (implemented in SciKit-Learn) uses a Gaussian kernel function with γ “ 1{nv and sets the
hyper-parameter ν “ 0.0001 since we are confident that the training data does not contain mislabeled
normal images (all other hyperparameters are kept at their defaults). We then subject each configu-
ration to each test image set, and the results are provided in Table 5 (Appendix A).

Table 5 reveals several trends regarding the performance of certain SAFE-OCC configurations rel-
ative to this case study. We find that the g2d2pca scalarization function performs better in combination
with a feature map output from the last convolutional block, and that gmax performs well in combi-
nation with the first layer outputs. Moreover, we observe that the refinement transformation sstandard

performs better than sscale across all the configurations considered in this study, and that the convolu-
tional and pooling feature map outputs outperform their activation layer counterparts. Another key
observation is that the configurations that use feature maps from the first convolutional block tend
to better detect novel blurring, while the remaining disturbance types are detected more readily in
general by configurations that use feature maps from the last convolutional block. This is consistent
with the discussion in Section 2.1 on how deeper convolutional blocks extract more specialized fea-
tures over larger lengthscales. This highlights the utility of using diverse SAFE-OCC configurations
to detect a range of anomaly types.

Figure 20 illustrates the feature spaces (projected into a reduced PCA space) of the SAFE-OCC
configuration that scalarizes the last pooling layer feature map with g2d2pca and standardizes the fea-
tures via sstandard. Interestingly, we observe that a clear separation between the novel and normal
data points in this greatly reduced feature space. This adds some visual intuition as to why the full
SAFE-OCC derived feature spaces are generally effective for novelty detection. Moreover, this high-
lights that using dimension reduction techniques detailed in Section 4.2 such as PCA in combination
with the SAFE-OCC framework can derive high-fidelity feature spaces that use a low number of fea-
tures. This property can help reduce the computational burden of novelty detection and enable the
use of more sophisticated novelty detectors.
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(a) Original and Splattered (b) Original and Noised (c) Original and Blocked

Figure 20: Representative collection of 3D PCA projections of the feature spaces studied in Table
5. These correspond to the configuration that uses pp4q, g2d2pca, and sstandard. The feature points
corresponding to original (normal) and disturbed (novel) images are near perfectly separable.

With the results Table 5, we select two SAFE-OCC configurations that we will apply to each CNN
sensor in Section 5.1.4 of this case study. One configuration applies the scalarization function gmax to
the max-pooling layer output P p1q and refines it element-wise via sstandard; we refer to it as Config-
uration 1. Configuration 2 employs the max-pooling output P p4q with g2d2pca and sstandard. Both of
the feature spaces derived from these configurations are used in combination with a OC-SVM nov-
elty detector that uses a Gaussian kernel. Figure 21 shows the predicted novelty output ĥ (instances
above the ρ “ 0 threshold are classified as novel) of each SAFE-OCC configuration implemented
on CNN Sensor A with respect to the original, blockage, blurred, and splattering test datasets. We
readily observe the complementary nature of the two configurations in how Configuration 1 is able
to effectively identify the blurred and splattered disturbances and how Configuration 2 is classifies
the blockage and splattered disturbances to high accuracy. In this regard, Configurations 1 and 2
complement and compensate for the deficiencies of each other.

Furthermore, Figure 21 visually motivates a practical consideration for novelty detection: shifting
the novelty detection threshold ρ by a small tolerance ε P R. This helps to decrease the frequency of
false positives (erroneously labeling normal images as novel) which can occur with images that im-
mediately border the learned OC-SVM boundary. In this case, we can see that raising the thresholds
in Figure 21 from 0 to 0.1 would increase the normal accuracy by having nearly all the normal origi-
nal images correspond novelty predictions below the threshold. Naturally, the threshold can also be
adjusted by more finely tuning the OCC novelty detector.

5.1.4 SAFE-OCC Novelty Detection

As discussed in Section 4.3, multiple SAFE-OCC framework configurations can be implemented in
parallel to detect a larger range of disturbances. The choice of our two configurations will further
illustrate this as we apply them to all seven of the CNN sensors featured in this case study.

Table 3 shows the classification accuracies achieved by applying Configuration 1 to all the CNN
sensors and subjecting the resulting SAFE-OCC framework to all the test datasets. Note that when
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Figure 21: Novelty predictions ĥ of SAFE-OCC Configurations 1 and 2 applied to CNN Sensor A
in conjunction with the original (the training data), blockage, blurred, and splattered datasets. Both
configurations compensate for the deficiencies of each other.

the test datasets that relate to the data used to train a particular sensor, the normal accuracy is con-
sidered; whereas the other datasets should be identified as novel and their novel accuracy is shown.
Configuration 1 is able to achieve high novelty accuracy for the lower length-scale disturbance types
(i.e., blurred, fogged, noised, and splattered). The blurred novelty accuracy for Sensor B provides
one exception, but this can likely be attributed to the training data containing some highly adver-
sarial blockage images (i.e., ones where the pendulum is completely obscured) and in practice these
should be excluded from the training set. Importantly, the normal accuracy is high in all cases (mean-
ing that false-positives are infrequent). Moreover, in other tests we found that normal accuracy can
be made near perfect by shifting the novelty threshold by a small tolerance as discussed above.

Table 4 shows the classification accuracies that come from applying Configuration 2 to all the
CNN sensors. As expected, we observe that is performs better than Configuration 2 on the longer
length-scale disturbance types (i.e., blockage and shifted). Again, high normal accuracies are ob-
tained which can be made near perfect by adjusting the novelty threshold by a small numerical tol-
erance. This exemplifies other empirical studies we have done which show the SAFE-OCC novelty
detection framework is not particularly prone to false-positives. This property is what makes the
SAFE-OCC framework readily parallelizable where novel detections can be summarized by simply
employing the union of the results.

In this case study, the integration of these configurations yields a novelty detection system that
is more effective than what could be achieved by using a single configuration. From Tables 3 and
4 we can see that Configuration 1 struggles with detecting shifted and blockage disturbances while
Configuration 2 struggles with blurred disturbances. Thus, the two respective SAFE-OCC configura-
tions are complementary to each other. The resulting parallel framework still exhibits lower novelty
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Table 3: The classification accuracies (in %) of SAFE-OCC Configuration 1 for each CNN sensor.
The shaded and non-shaded values denote the normal and novelties accuracies, respectively, (with
respect to the training data of each sensor).

Sensor
Test Data

Original Blockages Blurred Fogged Noised Shifted Splattered
A 98.57 74.61 100.00 100.00 100.00 74.87 100.00
B 95.70 95.70 21.68 100.00 100.00 11.65 100.00
C 98.76 82.49 98.76 100.00 100.00 44.92 100.00
D 99.74 67.12 87.89 99.74 1.30 27.93 100.00
E 99.35 63.15 100.00 100.00 99.35 28.58 100.00
F 97.20 68.68 97.85 100.00 100.00 97.20 100.00
G 98.44 48.50 100.00 100.00 100.00 26.17 98.44

Table 4: The classification accuracies (in %) of SAFE-OCC Configuration 2 for each CNN sensor. The
shaded and non-shaded values denote the normal and novelty accuracies, respectively, (with respect
to the training data of each sensor).

.

Sensor
Test Data

Original Blockages Blurred Fogged Noised Shifted Splattered
A 97.27 100.00 0.00 100.00 100.00 96.35 100.00
B 97.07 97.07 2.02 100.00 17.84 38.09 100.00
C 98.31 100.00 98.31 100.00 100.00 98.05 100.00
D 99.02 99.93 0.13 99.02 39.06 74.48 100.00
E 98.44 100.00 3.06 100.00 98.44 91.67 100.00
F 96.29 98.31 0.00 100.00 100.00 96.29 100.00
G 100.00 99.87 10.29 100.00 100.00 42.45 100.00

accuracies for certain shifted disturbances. This in part can be attributed to some shifted images be-
ing very minorly disturbed (and thus weakly novel). Moreover, we can envision how adding more
parallel configurations would increase the effectiveness of the SAFE-OCC novelty detection system.

We have demonstrated with multiple CNN sensors that the SAFE-OCC framework can be quite
effective at identifying novel image data that typically induces high sensor prediction errors. More-
over, we have illustrated how the tendency of the SAFE-OCC framework to rarely mislabel normal
images in combination with its highly flexible nature, makes it readily parallelizable to produce a
novelty detection system that is highly effective at identifying novel image data relative to a CNN
sensor of interest.
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5.2 SAFE-OCC Aided Cart-Pole Control

We apply the SAFE-OCC aided control loop featured in Figure 16 to control the CartPole-v1 en-
vironment from OpenAI-Gym which corresponds to the classic cart-pole control problem introduced
in [49]. Here, we seek to balance a pendulum above a cart which we can move either right or left at a
mixed rate. For simplicity in example, we consider the angle of the pendulum (measured in degrees
relative to vertical alignment) as the state variable y P r´180, 180s Ă R (ignoring the position of the
cart), and we take the cart movement direction to be the control variable z P t0, 1u Ă Z (where 0
is left and 1 is right). Thus, we have a single-input single-output (SISO) process to control. With
this simplification, we implement a PID controller with a derivative filter whose control output is
mapped through the sigmoid function and rounded to yield the binary control variable z. Note that
such a controller is not robust for this difficult process, but it is able to maintain adequate control for
the conditions considered in this case study.

The predicted angle of pendulum ŷ is estimated using a CNN sensor that takes gray-scale images
V P R128ˆ128 from the OpenAI-Gym simulation window as input. The accuracy of these predictions
is readily assessed using the true value of y which is simultaneously provided during the simulation.
The structure of our CNN sensor is summarized in Figure 22. It uses five convolutional blocks f `cb, ` P

t1, 5u, and in all other aspects is setup and trained in like manner to the CNN sensors in Section
5.1. We generate the training data via 1,000 simulations that use uniform random control input and
terminate when the pendulum angle/position surpasses its default limit or after 200 time-steps. This
produces 22,770 labeled images which we augment with the Fog disturbance from ImgAug to yield
a training data set with 45,540 labeled images. This data is split randomly into 70:20:10 portions that
correspond to training, validation, and test datasets, respectively.

Figure 22: A schematic of the CNN sensor used to predict the pendulum angle ŷ given a gray-scale
simulation image V in the case study presented in Section 5.2.

The SAFE-OCC novelty detection framework is implemented using P p5q P R4ˆ4ˆ256 where each
feature map P

p5q
j P R4ˆ4 is scalarized using g2d2pca. The resulting feature vector v P R256 is then

standardized element-wise using sstandard to yield the refined feature vector v1 P R256. We implement
a OC-SVM in SciKit-Learn that uses a radial basis kernel to learn a boundary around the training
data. The framework is trained using the same set of training images (including the augmented ones)
that were used to train the CNN sensor.

We conduct four simulations: a base case that uses unperturbed images and three others that
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(a) Simulation 1 (b) Simulation 2 (c) Simulation 3 (d) Simulation 4

Figure 23: Representative snapshots from the four simulations used in the cart-pole case study.

invoke a particular simulated visual disturbance after 150 time-steps. The three disturbance types
are produced via ImgAug using the Fog, Spatter, and Cutout methods which correspond to fog,
splattering, and square blockages, respectively. Figure 23 shows representative images of these simu-
lations. Each simulation is allotted a maximum duration of 400 time-steps or terminates prematurely
when the pendulum rotates more than 180˝ in either direction (it falls directly below the cart). More-
over, the setpoint ysp of the PID controller is set to 0˝ (having the pendulum perfectly vertical).

(a) Simulation 1 Control Response (b) Simulation 2 Control Response

(c) Simulation 1 Novelty Response (d) Simulation 2 Novelty Response

Figure 24: The control response trajectories of Simulations 1 and 2. The vertical dotted line at time-
step 150 indicates when the fog disturbance is first introduced to Simulation 2. Effective control is
maintained with these normal images as supported by the SAFE-OCC framework.
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Figure 24 shows the responses exhibited in Simulations 1 and 2. In Figures 24a and 24b, we ob-
serve that effective control in tracking the setpoint is achieved for both simulations. This behavior
can be attributed to the CNN sensor being trained with clear and fogged images which means that its
predictions ŷ incur a low error relative to y as shown in Figures 24c and 24d. Moreover, the predicted
novelty score ĥ output by the SAFE-OCC framework is consistent with this observation, since its re-
sponse trajectory remains below the novelty threshold ρ in both simulations which means it correctly
identified the incoming images as normal. Note that, in a real-world control system we cannot assess
the error |ŷ´y| in real-time with the true state y being unknown. This is why it is essential to have an
effective novelty detector that correlates with novel situations relative to the CNN sensor that induce
high prediction error.

Figure 25 shows the response trajectories of Simulations 3 and 4 which are subjected to image
splattering and blockage disturbances, respectively. Each of these disturbance types are novel rel-
ative to the CNN sensor; thus, significant prediction error is incurred in each case once the sensor
is subjected to the disturbance. These highly erred state predictions are injected into the controller
which quickly deviates from the set-point until the pendulum completely falls, and the simulation is
terminated. In each case, we observe that the SAFE-OCC novelty trajectories accurately identify the
novel images once they are injected into the CNN sensor. This highlights how the SAFE-OCC nov-
elty detector effectively identifies novel image data that can incur catastrophic control failure if no
recourse action is taken. Hence, in practice the SAFE-OCC novelty detector should be incorporated
into a safety system that can take appropriate recourse action once the SAFE-OCC novelty detector
identifies novel process data.
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(a) Simulation 3 Control Response (b) Simulation 4 Control Response

(c) Simulation 3 Novelty Response (d) Simulation 4 Novelty Response

Figure 25: Control response trajectories of Simulations 3 and 4. The vertical dotted line at time-step
150 indicates when splattering and blockage disturbances are first introduced to each simulation. The
setpoint tracking quickly fails due to the high error incurred by the novel images as corroborated by
the SAFE-OCC framework.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

We have demonstrated that the SAFE-OCC novelty detection framework readily incorporates with
CNN sensors to effectively assess the novelty of incoming visual data. This contrasts traditional ap-
proaches that conduct novelty detection with independently derived 1D feature spaces. This key
difference it what makes the SAFE-OCC framework a natural choice for designing safety systems
to mitigate the risk of CNN sensors injecting highly inaccurate measurements into a control system
(potentially leading to costly operational deviations). Moreover, SAFE-OCC provide methodological
flexibility in how it is implemented and in what machine learning techniques it leverages. This al-
lows us to tailor make novelty detectors in accordance with the unique aspects of a particular process.

In future work, this flexibility should be explored further to better identify the advantages and
appropriate use cases of candidate configurations. For instance, the conditions under which certain
CNN feature map layers should be selected over others warrants further investigation, as does study-
ing the properties of the candidate scalarization functions that can be applied to the feature map ma-
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trices. Furthermore, the extension suggested in Section 4.3 of employing an ensemble of SAFE-OCC
novelty detectors with varied configurations warrants future investigation, since such an approach
could help to greatly increase the sensitivity of the novelty detection and potentially could provide
uncertainty quantification. More investigation into effective safety system architectures mitigate the
effects of erroneous CNN sensor data once detected by the SAFE-OCC framework also warrants fur-
ther research. Moreover, applying the SAFE-OCC framework to a real-world control process would
be a valuable research direction.
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Table 5: SAFE-OCC configuration novelty accuracies (%) for novel inputs to CNN Sensor A.

Input sp¨q gp¨q Splattered Blurred Blockages Fogged Noised Shifted

Ψp1q

´
g2d2pca 1.30 0.26 72.79 52.08 0.91 52.73
gmax 98.44 100.00 72.53 100.00 97.79 37.37

sscale
g2d2pca 100.00 0.00 94.92 100.00 100.00 58.85
gmax 100.00 94.01 70.96 100.00 100.00 62.11

sstandard
g2d2pca 100.00 6.90 96.88 100.00 100.00 89.45
gmax 100.00 100.00 75.65 100.00 100.00 75.00

Ψp4q

´
g2d2pca 100.00 0.52 97.01 100.00 100.00 76.04
gmax 100.00 0.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 64.32

sscale
g2d2pca 100.00 0.00 99.35 100.00 100.00 88.54
gmax 100.00 0.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 80.21

sstandard
g2d2pca 100.00 4.04 100.00 100.00 100.00 97.40
gmax 100.00 0.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 90.49

P p1q

´
g2d2pca 100.00 18.88 87.50 96.35 72.27 92.45
gmax 99.35 100.00 57.94 100.00 92.45 22.14

sscale
g2d2pca 99.09 1.04 70.57 98.96 99.09 33.20
gmax 100.00 97.27 70.57 100.00 100.00 61.85

sstandard
g2d2pca 100.00 5.47 89.84 100.00 100.00 76.95
gmax 100.00 100.00 74.61 100.00 100.00 74.87

P p4q

´
g2d2pca 100.00 0.00 98.96 100.00 100.00 72.40
gmax 100.00 0.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 65.10

sscale
g2d2pca 100.00 0.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 80.34
gmax 100.00 0.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 80.21

sstandard
g2d2pca 100.00 0.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 96.35
gmax 100.00 0.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 90.49

Ap1q

´
g2d2pca 95.44 35.94 92.06 100.00 97.79 99.48
gmax 99.35 100.00 57.94 100.00 92.45 22.14

sscale
g2d2pca 6.38 0.52 65.36 59.38 0.00 29.69
gmax 100.00 97.27 70.57 100.00 100.00 61.85

sstandard
g2d2pca 84.11 3.91 83.85 100.00 98.83 64.32
gmax 100.00 100.00 74.61 100.00 100.00 74.87

Ap4q

´
g2d2pca 100.00 0.00 98.70 100.00 100.00 78.52
gmax 100.00 0.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 65.10

sscale
g2d2pca 100.00 0.00 99.74 100.00 100.00 90.49
gmax 100.00 0.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 80.21

sstandard
g2d2pca 100.00 5.21 100.00 100.00 100.00 98.05
gmax 100.00 0.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 90.49
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